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ADV05C
CONFIGURATION: TRACK SPEC // CS SERIES
FINISH: MATTE BLACK CENTER / POLISHED GOLD LIP

HARDWARE: FULLY EXPOSED TITANIUM



THE 2015 ADV.1 WHEELS: CONFIGURATION OVERVIEW
Example below shown in our entirely new: TRACKSPEC // “CS|SERIES” or “COMPETITION | SPEC” Option
All ADV.1 Wheel styles are available in the following forging configurations / series options: 

3 piece step lip outer rim half (lip)
high luster polish w/ gold tinted gloss clear coat

3 piece inner rim half (barrel):
brushed aluminum w/ bronze tinted gloss clear coat

Center disc (face):
brushed aluminum w/ matte gold transparent clear

                    1 & 2 piece outer or (face):                    1 & 2 piece outer or (face):
                          Shown in brushed aluminum 
                                 w/ bronze tinted gloss clear coat

          1 piece monoblock
                                 Shown in gloss bronze

1 piece monoblock forging:
Shown in matte black

M.V2 outer (face):
high polished aluminum w/ smoked transparent clearcoat

3 piece inner rim half (barrel):
PPG liquid color matched paint

Track Function center disc (face):
fully exposed  titanium + anodized gold hardware 

Step lip  outer rim half (lip):
polished aluminum w/o clear 

M.V2
ADV05|S | CS SERIES

 

M.V2
ADV05|S | CS SERIES

 

TRACK SPEC ADV10

 

CSSERIES
 

M.V1
ADV005 | CS SERIES

 

TRACK SPEC
ADV05S | CS SERIES

 

M.V2
ADV005 | STANDARD SERIES

 

TRACK FUNCTION
ADV5.0 | CS SERIES

 

TRACKFUNCTION
CS SERIES

 

M.V1
CS SERIES

 

M.V2
CS SERIES

 

TRACKSPEC
CS SERIES

 

DEEP CONCAVE
CS SERIES

 TRACK SPEC:   

STYLE SHOWN:

STYLES OFFERED: 

SERIES OFFERED:

HARDWARE:

CONSTRUCTION:

SIZES: SIZES: 

PRIMARY FOCUS:

AVG. WEIGHT: 

PRICED FROM: 

  

 

 

CS SL ST SERIES

ADV05|S // CS

ALL 

ALL 

50/50 BLIND EXP

3 PCE. 

18-22 + 24 18-22 + 24 

PERFOMANCE

18-26 LBS.

$10K+ / SET

M.V2:   

STYLE SHOWN:

STYLES OFFERED: 

SERIES OFFERED:

HARDWARE:

CONSTRUCTION:

SIZES: SIZES: 

PRIMARY FOCUS:

AVG. WEIGHT: 

PRICED FROM: 

  

 

 

CS SL ST SERIES

ADV05|S // CS

ALL 

ALL 

50/50 BLIND EXP

2 PCE. 

18-22 18-22 

PERFOMANCE

17-26 LBS.

$8K+ / SET

M.V1:   

STYLE SHOWN:

STYLES OFFERED: 

SERIES OFFERED:

HARDWARE:

CONSTRUCTION:

SIZES: SIZES: 

PRIMARY FOCUS:

AVG. WEIGHT: 

PRICED FROM: 

  

 

 

CS SL ST SERIES

ADV10R // CS

ALL 

CS SL ST SERIES

N/A

1 PCE. 

19-24 + 26 19-24 + 26 

PERFOMANCE

18-23 LBS.

$8K+ / SET

TRACK FUNCTION:   

STYLE SHOWN:

STYLES OFFERED: 

SERIES OFFERED:

HARDWARE:

CONSTRUCTION:

SIZES: SIZES: 

PRIMARY FOCUS:

AVG. WEIGHT: 

PRICED FROM: 

  

 

 

CS SL ST SERIES

ADV005 // CS

ALL 

CS SL ST SERIES

50/50 BLIND EXP

3 PCE. 

17-22 + 24 17-22 + 24 

PERFOMANCE

18-26 LBS.

$6K+ / SET

TRUCKSPEC
HD.1 SERIES

 DEEP CONCAVE:   

STYLE SHOWN:

STYLES OFFERED: 

SERIES OFFERED:

HARDWARE:

CONSTRUCTION:

SIZES: SIZES: 

PRIMARY FOCUS:

AVG. WEIGHT: 

PRICED FROM: 

  

 

 

TRUCK SPEC  

STYLE SHOWN:

STYLES OFFERED: 

SERIES OFFERED:

HARDWARE:

CONSTRUCTION:

SIZES: SIZES: 

PRIMARY FOCUS:

AVG. WEIGHT: 

PRICED FROM: 

  

 

 

CS SL ST SERIES

ADV10R // CS

ALL 

ALL 

50/50 BLIND EXP

3 PCE. 

19-22 + 24 19-22 + 24 

STREET

29-38 LBS.

$10K+ / SET

HD.1 SERIES

ADV08R

SEE HD.1 PG. 

HD.1 

N/A

1 PCE. 

18-22 + 24 + 26 18-22 + 24 + 26 

HD TRUCK 8 LUG

39-48 LBS.

$8K+ / SET

FORGING COMPONENT TERMINOLOGY
ADV.1 WHEELS OFFERS 1, 2, & 3 PIECE WHEEL CONFIGURATIONS
COMPONENT TERMINOLOGY DESCRIBED BELOW

FORGING CONFIGURATIONS
ADV.1 WHEELS OFFERS ALL OF OUR WHEEL STYLES IN 1, 2, & 3 PIECE CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
SUMMARIZED FEATURES & DETAILS BELOW



STYLE OVERVIEW: All 18 Styles shown below are available in all forging configuration options
Shown below in TRACK SPEC CS SERIES Configuration option

08|TRACKSPEC
cs.series 6|TRACKSPEC

cs.series 6.2|TRACKSPEC
cs.series

5.2|TRACKSPEC
cs.series 06|TRACKSPEC

cs.series 05C|TRACKSPEC
cs.series

5.0|TRACKSPEC
cs.series 5|TRACKSPEC

cs.series 10|TRACKSPEC
cs.series

5S|TRACKSPEC
cs.series 005|TRACKSPEC

cs.series 15|TRACKSPEC
cs.series

05S|TRACKSPEC
cs.series 7|TRACKSPEC

cs.series 15R|TRACKSPEC
cs.series

10.0|TRACKSPEC
cs.series 05|TRACKSPEC

cs.series 10R|TRACKSPEC
cs.series



TRACKSPECSERIES

ADV10
CONFIGURATION: TRACK SPEC // CS SERIES
FINISH: MATTE GUNMETAL CENTER / POLISHED LIPS

HARDWARE: 50/50 EXPOSED TITANIUM



Fully Exposed hardware assembly flange option
Titanium closed end nut optional / Stainless nut or front mount through bolt standard

50/50 (50% exposed / 50% blind) hardware assembly flange

Full Exposed hardware assembly flange option
Optional titanium closed end / front mount nut w/ laser etched ADV.1 logo 

CS Series Titanium Insert
All CS Series wheels include the ADV.1 Titanium laser etched CS Series insert

ADV.1 logo engraving
Included on ALL ADV.1 Wheels

ADV.1 Authenticity Number
All ADV.1 wheels now include the ADV.1 Authenticity # engraved on each wheel 
(See id.adv1wheels.com for more information / registration details)

Weight reduction “floating spoke” feature
Lathed assmbly flange w/ spoke connection material reduction for max. weight savings

Exposes complete assembly flange / 40 fastener hardware connection surface

Load specific weight optimized material thickness
Engineered for max weight reduction / minimal material requirement per application / load

Aesthetic weight reduction pocketing & functional strength / weight reduction design features

TUV Compliant rolled step lip inner + outer rim halves
-lightweight / high strength rolled step lip rim halves

-eliminates water retention / vibration
-max allowable radial / lateral runout tolerance: under Ten Thousands

TUV Compliant outer valve stem opening / OEM TPMS compatible
-easily accessable valve stem location

-OEM TPMS compatible
-TUV Compliant location / diameter / mounting surface angle parameters

ADV5.0 
TRACK SPEC|CS 

 

ADV5.2
TRACK SPEC|CS

 

PCD Specific spoke pocketing functional aesthetics
All PCD’s applicable including 4 -10 lug applications / PCD specific weight reduction spoke pocketing

Titanium hardware w/ laser etched ADV.1 logo
Optional upgraded titanium closed end / front mount nut

w/ laser etched ADV.1 logo
Shown in Optional Anodized Gold Titanium

Weight reduction cavities / Functional weight reduction pocketing
All areas which are capable of reduced material tolerances with test parameters are utilized 
for both functional weight reduction purposes & aesthetic detail features specific to the CS Series

Weight reducing “floating spoke” feature
Lathed assmbly flange w/ spoke connection material reduction for max. weight savings
Exposes complete assembly flange / 40 fastener hardware connection surface

Application / Offset + brake profile specific lathe programming 
Lathed spoke profiles engineered around each vehicles specific brake profiles, specific et’s, hub height, etc
Deepest concave profile / most aggressive aesthetic appeal combined with maximum performance & minimal weight is & will always 
be our engineering teams priority factors used when engineering each order

Standard rolled step lip inner barrel w/ TUV compliant bead hump feature
Forged aluminum “step lip” inner + outer rim halves utilizing TUV compliant bead hump safety feature
High strength / lightweight construction / Powder coated high strength gunmetal surface coating standard 

ADV10R
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV15
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV15R
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV7
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV10.0
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV10
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV06
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV6
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV6.2
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV5S
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV05S
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV8
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV5
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV005
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV05C
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV5.0 
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV5.2
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

ADV05
TRACK SPEC
Competition Spec Series

CHAPTER01.TRACKSPECSERIES



M.V2SERIES

ADV05S
CONFIGURATION: M.V2 // CS SERIES
FINISH: POLISHED W/ BRUSHED SPOKE SURFACES
HARDWARE: 50/50 EXPOSED TITANIUM



ADV5.0
M.V2 | CS 

ADV05C
M.V2 | CS 

ADV6.2
M.V2 | CS 

ADV15R
M.V2 | CS 

ADV15
M.V2 | CS 

ADV6
M.V2 | CS 

ADV005
M.V2 | CS 

ADV5
M.V2 | CS 

ADV06
M.V2 | CS 

ADV10R
M.V2 | CS 

ADV10
M.V2 | CS 

ADV8
M.V2 | CS 

ADV05
M.V2 | CS 

ADV5.2
M.V2 | CS 

ADV05S
M.V2 | CS 

ADV10.0
M.V2 | CS 

ADV7
M.V2 | CS 

ADV5S
M.V2 | CS 

THE 2015 ADV.1 WHEELS:  M.V2 CONFIGURATION OVERVIEW
Example below shown in our: M.V2  “CS|SERIES” or “COMPETITION | SPEC” Option 

Fully Exposed hardware assembly flange option
Titanium closed end nut optional / Stainless nut or front mount through bolt standard

50/50 (50% exposed / 50% blind) hardware assembly flange

Full Blind hardware assembly flange option
Standard reverse mount blind bolt option / standard

Load specific weight optimized material thickness
Engineered for max weight reduction / minimal material requirement per application / load

Aesthetic weight reduction pocketing & functional strength / weight reduction design features

TUV Compliant rolled step lip inner + outer rim halves
-lightweight / high strength rolled step lip rim halves

-eliminates water retention / vibration
-max allowable radial / lateral runout tolerance: under Ten Thousands

TUV Compliant outer valve stem opening / OEM TPMS compatible
-easily accessable valve stem location

-OEM TPMS compatible
-TUV Compliant location / diameter / mounting surface angle parameters

ADV7 
M.V2|CS 

 

ADV05S
M.V2|CS

ADV5S
M.V2|CS

 

ADV10
M.V2|CS

 

PCD Specific spoke pocketing functional aesthetics
All PCD’s applicable including 4 -10 lug applications / PCD specific weight reduction spoke pocketing

Weight reduction cavities / Functional weight reduction pocketing
All areas which are capable of reduced material tolerances with test parameters are utilized 
for both functional weight reduction purposes & aesthetic detail features specific to the CS Series

Application / Offset + brake profile specific lathe programming 
Lathed spoke profiles engineered around each vehicles specific brake profiles, specific et’s, hub height, etc
Deepest concave profile / most aggressive aesthetic appeal combined with maximum performance & minimal weight is & will always 
be our engineering teams priority factors used when engineering each order

Standard rolled step lip inner barrel w/ TUV compliant bead hump feature
Forged aluminum “step lip” inner + outer rim halves utilizing TUV compliant bead hump safety feature
High strength / lightweight construction / Powder coated high strength gunmetal surface coating standard 

Titanium hardware w/ laser etched ADV.1 logo
Upgraded ti optional hardware applicable to all CS Series wheels

Available in standard titanium finish or gold anodized titanium



2015M.V1:MONOBLOCKVERSION1.0
FEATURES:
M.V1:MONOBLOCKVERSION1.0
The All New / Redesigned 2015 ADV.1 Wheels: M.V1 Program
ADV.1 has once again re-defined the monoblock wheel by focusing on the key advantages of a 1 piece forged aluminum wheel and redirecting it’s focus on what’s 
most important to the type of clientele most likely to select our M.V1 as their preferred wheel configuration.  We’ve been producing our M.V1 Option since 2009 and since 
then have succesfully produced over 16,000 of these wheels, 98% of which are still being used today.  Over this period of time we’ve documented every last detail, from 
vehicle make / models, geographical locations, primary use our clients have purchased our M.V1 wheels for and many other key factors.  Our database and history has 
proven that the M.V1 is a strong part of the ADV.1 product line and that we have not nearly explored the full potential and versatility of the M.V1 until now...proven that the M.V1 is a strong part of the ADV.1 product line and that we have not nearly explored the full potential and versatility of the M.V1 until now...

Technical features: 
Machined from a single piece of ADV.1’s proprietary new 6000 series heat treated forged aluminum alloy 
The M.V1’s single piece construction makes it a perfect upgrade from any vehicles OEM cast or forged aluminum wheels while maintaining all factory safety factors & 
compatibility
Engineered to the Austrian & German KBA’s strict TUV guidelines for strength and long term safety standards
All M.V1 wheels abide by each vehicles OEM TPMS + Valve stem location and specific component guidelines

Primary aesthetic features:
Aesthetically, the M.V1 combines a clean, OEM style appeal with a more aggressive ADV.1 style, fitment and profile depth
A perfect upgrade from any vehicles stock / OEM wheels when looking for something not only different, but something that will dramatically change the look and feel of 
any vehicle for the better
Because ADV.1 is a proven, highly sought after name in wheel design, engineering and manufacturing, upgrading your OEM wheels to ADV.1 M.V1’s, on ANY vehicle, will 
result in increased resale value in many cases

Performance features:
AllAll M.V1’s are specifically engineered around the main goal to improve the vehicles performance when compared to the OEM wheels, on ANY vehicle, regardless of the 
OEM performance characteristics
M.V1 wheels provide a reduction in unsprung weight vs OEM wheels, increased width for improved traction and lateral stability / performance
Increased strength / rigidity
Applicable for daily street use, however intended for high performance track / or aggressive street use
Individually engineered around your individual driving style and intended use wether it be on the street, or at the track, for professional drag racing to occasional track 
weekends on the road course.

ADV005
CONFIGURATION: M.V1 // CS SERIES

FINISH: BRUSHED GUNMETAL

The All New / Redesigned 2015 ADV.1 Wheels: M.V1 Program



1 Piece forged aluminum construction / no hardware or assembly flange
Reduces weight, minimizes risk of human error upon installation 

(damage to the silicone bead not possible)

Load specific weight optimized material thickness
Engineered for max weight reduction / minimal material requirement per application / load

Aesthetic weight reduction pocketing & functional strength / weight reduction design features

TUV Compliant bead seat / “safety hump”
-eliminates water retention / vibration

-max allowable radial / lateral runout tolerance: under Ten Thousands

TUV Compliant outer valve stem opening / OEM TPMS compatible
-easily accessable valve stem location

-OEM TPMS compatible
-TUV Compliant location / diameter / mounting surface angle parameters

ADV.1 Authenticity Number
All ADV.1 wheels now include the ADV.1 Authenticity # engraved on each wheel 
(See id.adv1wheels.com for more information / registration details)

CS Series Titanium Insert
All CS Series wheels include the ADV.1 Titanium laser etched CS Series insert

ADV.1 logo engraving
Included on ALL ADV.1 Wheels

PCD Specific spoke pocketing functional aesthetics
All PCD’s applicable including 4 -10 lug applications / PCD specific weight reduction spoke pocketing

Weight reduction cavities / Functional weight reduction pocketing
All areas which are capable of reduced material tolerances with test parameters are utilized 
for both functional weight reduction purposes & aesthetic detail features specific to the CS Series

Application / Offset + brake profile specific lathe programming 
Lathed spoke profiles engineered around each vehicles specific brake profiles, specific et’s, hub height, etc
Deepest concave profile / most aggressive aesthetic appeal combined with maximum performance & 
minimal weight will always be our engineering teams priority factors used when engineering each order

ADV5.0
M.V1 | CS 

ADV05C
M.V1 | CS 

ADV6.2
M.V1 | CS 

ADV15R
M.V1 | CS 

ADV15
M.V1 | CS 

ADV6
M.V1 | CS 

ADV005
M.V1 | CS 

ADV5
M.V1 | CS 

ADV06
M.V1 | CS 

ADV10R
M.V1 | CS 

ADV10
M.V1 | CS 

ADV8
M.V1 | CS 

ADV05
M.V1 | CS 

ADV5.2
M.V1 | CS 

ADV05S
M.V1 | CS 

ADV10.0
M.V1 | CS 

ADV7
M.V1 | CS 

ADV5S
M.V1 | CS 

2015M.V1:MONOBLOCKVERSION1.0
The All New / Redesigned 2015 ADV.1 Wheels: M.V1 Program



ADV10R
CONFIGURATION: DEEP CONCAVE // CS SERIES
FINISH: MATTE BLACK CENTER / BRUSHED GUNMETAL LIP
HARDWARE: 50/50 EXPOSED TITANIUM

DEEP CONCAVE // CDP SPEC



ADV10
CONFIGURATION: DEEP CONCAVE CS SERIES
FINISH: TITANIUM CENTER / BRUSHED GUNMETAL LIP
HARDWARE: BLIND

ADV6SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV05SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV10RCS
DEEP CONCAVE | CS SERIES 

 

ADV5
DEEP CONCAVE

 

ADV6SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV05SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV10RCS
DEEP CONCAVE | CS SERIES 

 

ADV5
DEEP CONCAVE

 

ADV5.0SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV10SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV7SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV5.2SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV5.0SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV10SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV7SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

ADV5.2SL
DEEP CONCAVE | SL SERIES 

 

Available in all ADV.1 Wheel styles
    Standard DC & DC | SL Series options are all applicable  
       Blind or (SL Series only) visible through bolt assembly flange option
          19.0 - 22.0 + 24.0 inch diameters (excluding 23.0”)
 
              4.5 - 15.5+ inch widths 
                                  Fully customizable finish options
                     Available for all applications / PCD’s / Offsets / CB’s, etc.  
  
 

 

 

 

DEEP CONCAVE CDP SPEC



TRACKFUNCTIONSERIES



TRACKFUNCTION | CSSERIES 

TRACKFUNCTION | CSSERIES 

TRACK FUNCTION:   

STYLE SHOWN:

STYLES OFFERED: 

SERIES OFFERED:

HARDWARE:

CONSTRUCTION:

SIZES: SIZES: 

PRIMARY FOCUS:

AVG. WEIGHT: 

PRICED FROM: 

  

 

 

CS SERIES

ADV5.0

ALL 

ALL 

EXPOSED / 50/50 / BLIND

3 PCE. 

17-22 + 24 17-22 + 24 

PERFOMANCE

17-26 LBS.

$6,990 / SET

ADV05 | TF CS

ADV6.2 | TF CS ADV6 | TF CS ADV05S | TF CS ADV5.2 | TF SL ADV5S | TF CS

ADV5 | TF CS

ADV05C | TF CS

ADV005 | TF CS ADV5.0 | TF CS ADV10R | TF CS

ADV15R | TF CS ADV15 | TF CS ADV10.0 | TF CS ADV10 | TF CS

TRACKFUNCTION | CSSERIES 

C
S

|D
E
E
P

C
S

|M
ID

C
S

|F
L
A
T

CS | PROFILES: 
FLAT / MID / DEEP CONCAVE (ET / APPLICATION SPECIFIC)



HD1



ADV08HD1
HD.1SERIES HD.1SERIES HD.1SERIES HD.1SERIES

ADV08RHD1 ADV5SHD1 ADV05CHD1

Introducing the 2015 
ADV.1 Wheels HD.1 
FoForged Monoblock 
Program.  
Specifically 
engineered for HD 
Series Trucks & 
SUV’s
FORGING SIZES
22x12-49.5
22x14-74.5
24x12-49.5
24x14-74.5

24x16-100 
26x12-49.5
26x14-74.5
26x16-100

Denali: 
01. 20x10.0
02. 22x12.0
03. 24x14.0
04. 24x15.0
05. 26x15.0

RAM 2500
01. 20x10.0
02. 22x12.0
03. 24x14.0
04. 24x15.0
05. 26x15.0

RAM 3500
01. 20x10.0
02. 22x12.0
03. 24x14.0
04. 24x15.0
05. 26x15.0

F250
01. 20x10.0
02. 22x12.0
03. 24x14.0
04. 24x15.0
05. 26x15.0

ALL
01. 20x10.0
02. 22x12.0
03. 24x14.0

EXCURSION
01. 20x10.0
02. 22x12.0
03. 24x14.0
04. 24x15.0
05. 26x15.0

F350 
01. 20x10.0
02. 22x12.0
03. 24x14.0
04. 24x15.0
05. 26x15.0

Silverado 2500
01. 20x10.0
02. 22x12.0
03. 24x14.0
04. 24x15.0
05. 26x15.0

3500
01. 20x10.0
02. 22x12.0
03. 24x14.0
04. 24x15.0
05. 26x15.0

CHEVY / GMC

DODGE

FORD

HUMMER H1

HD1



FINISHING



2015 FINISHING GUIDE
 

 

 

 

 

 

FINISH NAME: Brushed Gunmetal w/ Brushed Spoke Surfaces
PART #:    F2

FINISH NAME: Titanium
PART #:    FT

FINISH NAME: Brushed Aluminum
PART #:    FBG

FINISH NAME: Brushed Gunmetal 
PART #:    FBRG

FINISH NAME: Matte Bronze Center / Gloss Bronze Lip
PART #:    FMB / FGB

FINISH NAME: Gloss Manbronze
PART #:    FGMB

FINISH NAME: Polished Gunmetal 
PART #:    FPG

FINISH NAME: Polished Aluminum w/ Stainless Spoke Surfaces
PART #:    FPS2

FINISH NAME: Brushed Gunmetal 
PART #:    FBRG

FINISH NAME: Polished Aluminum
PART #:    FP

FINISH NAME: Brushed Smoke
PART #:    FBRS

FINISH NAME: Brushed Aluminum + PPG Color Matched Clear 
PART #:    FBPPG

FINISH NAME: Smoked Titanium
PART #:    FST

FINISH NAME: Polished Gunmetal 
PART #:    FPG

FINISH NAME: Fine TexturedMatte Bronze
PART #:    FTB

FINISH NAME: Brushed Aluminum / Gloss Red Clear
PART #:    FBGR

FINISH NAME: Polished / Stainless Spoke Surfaces
PART #:    FPS2

FINISH NAME: Brushed / Matte Clear
PART #:    FBM

FINISH NAME: PPG Color Match (lip)
PART #:    FPPG

FINISH NAME: Gloss Gunmetal (center)
PART #:    FGG

FINISH NAME: Brushed Aluminum / PPG
PART #:    FBPPG

FINISH NAME: Stainless Aluminum / Gloss Clear
PART #:    FSG

FINISH NAME: Titanium
PART #:    FT

FINISH NAME: Gloss Black (Lip / Inner)
PART #:    FGB

FINISH NAME: Gloss Silver
PART #:    FGS

FINISH NAME: Gloss Black
PART #:    FGB

FINISH NAME: Brushed Smoke
PART #:    FBRS

FINISH NAME: Matte Black
PART #:    FMB

FINISH NAME: ManBronze
PART #:    FMBR

FINISH NAME: Deathbronze
PART #:    FDB



ENGINEERED WHEEL OPTIONS
BACKPAD POCKETING / WEIGHT REDUCTION UPGRADES05|

Titanium Lug Bolts & Lug Nuts
LightLight weight and extremely high strength lug bolt options for nearly any application in most pop-
ular sizes. ADV.1 titanium lug bolt sets are available in multiple configurations such as bolts, 
nuts, 2 piece and closed end nuts for use on both street and race applications. Each order is 
made specific to the exact engineering specifications of the ADV.1 wheels in combination with 
the vehicle application, i.e., the bolts are engineered specifically based off of the wheels dimen-
sions which vary from vehicle to vehicle. ADV.1 titanium lug bolts are also available for oem 
wheels and even in universal sizes for aftermarket wheels aside from our own. 

Standard ADV.1 Exposed Through Bolts
Front mount through bolt w/ rear mount open nut  
Finished in chrome, gloss black, or gunmetal

Standard ADV.1 Blind Bolts
Rear mount standard “blind” hardware.  
Zinc coated high strength & extremely durable 

Titanium & Anodized Titanium HardwareTitanium & Anodized Titanium Hardware
SpecificallySpecifically engineered fasteners for all ADV.1 multi 
piece applications. These fasteners are tested and 
approved for both street and race applications. 
Testing data has proven a 27% reduction in weight 
and a 41% increase in strength when compared to 
our standard stainless steel fasteners which are al-
ready light weight and extremely strong.  Overall on 
aa standard 40 bolt 3 piece wheel the titanium fasten-
er option results in a 1.3 pound weight savings over 
our standard stainless bolts and a 1.6 pound weight 
savings over our competitors typical zinc fasteners 
used by most manufacturers.  

MATERIAL:
•Grade 5 titanium 
•Aerospace certified material 
•Rolled threading

MANUFACTURING:
•Swiss style screw machinery
•Extremely tight tolerances •Extremely tight tolerances 
•Made in the USA

WEIGHT 
Each wheel x40

Exp. Fastener 
•Steel:  5.52 lbs.
•Titanium:  2.8 lbs.
•Savings:  2.72 lbs.

Blind Fastener Blind Fastener 
•Steel:  4.4 lbs.
•Titanium: 2.56 lbs. 
•Savings:  1.84 lbs.

ASSEMBLY HARDWARE
TITANIUM & STAINLESS STEEL
THROUGH BOLTS & BLIND02|TITANIUM LUG BOLTS & NUTS

OEM SIZING / CUSTOM / AFTERMARKET01|

TITANIUM SL / CS SERIES AUTHENTICITY BADGE
FOR USE EXPOSED HARDWARE OR BLIND BOLT ASS-FLANGE

SL Series tianium badging

Blind assembly hardware version
Titanium SL Series badge insert located on 
the corresponding blind bolt optioned as-
sembly flange recess area.

Exposed hardware version
Titanium SL Series badge insert located on 
aluminum SL Series bracket w/ corre-
sponding recessed area designed to house 
the titanium SL badge.

Weight Reduction / Backpad pocketing

Backpad pocketing process
BackpadBackpad pocketing is standard on our CS Series wheels, and 
offered as an upgrade option on our Track Spec SL Series 
wheels, M.V2 SL Series wheels and our M.V1 SL Series 
wheels.  The process allows us to eliminate excess material 
around the hub / backpad surface area which reduces 
weight.  In most cases, weight reduction can range from .75 
lbs. to 1.2 lbs. per wheel.

Lathe Grooved backpad processLathe Grooved backpad process
OfferedOffered as a standard option on our Track Spec SL Series 
wheels, M.V2 SL Series wheels and our M.V1 SL Series 
wheels.  The Lathe Grooved backpad option allows us to 
reduce weight from the backpad by eliminating excess mate-
rial, similar to the pocketing process only not as vehicle spe-
cific nor as effective.  The lathe groove process on average 
will reduce weight from 0.5 lbs. to .75 lbs. per wheel.

04|

ADV.1 billet aluminum center cap
Finished to match the surface area of the corresponding wheel

ADV.1 billet aluminum center cap w/ custom finish option
Finished to match the surface area of the corresponding wheel, i.e. 
matte black cap + engraved ADV.1 logo finished with any requested 
finish option.

OEM center cap useOEM center cap use
Wheel is engineered for use with the oem center cap / ADV.1 caps are 
not provided or applicable to these orders.

Custom center cap design / machining
Wheel is engineered for use with a custom design ADV.1 standard size 
billet aluminum cap. Any design can be ordered and applied to he cap 
in place of or in addition to the ADV.1 logo.

CENTER CAP OPTIONS
BILLET ALUMINUM ADV.1 CAP / OEM CAP APPLICABILITY / CUSTOM DESIGN OPTION03|

2015 WHEEL OPTIONS / UPGRADES
For 2015 we’ve added several standard and upgraded options to choose from, see details below.

 

 

 

 

 

2015 ADVX PROPRIETARY WHEEL DESIGN PROGRAM
As The Official Designers Of THE WHEEL INDUSTRY, offering a customizeable / individualized made to order wheel design option is only natural.  Details below.

 

 

 

 

 

01. STEP ONE: 
INITIAL DESIGN
BackpadBackpad pocketing is standard on our CS 
Series wheels, and offered as an upgrade 
option on our Track Spec SL Series wheels, 
M.V2 SL Series wheels and our M.V1 SL 
Series wheels.  The process allows us to elim-
inate excess material around the hub / back-
pad surface area which reduces weight.  In 
most cases, weight reduction can range from 
.75 lbs. to 1.2 lbs. per wheel.

02. STEP TWO: 
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING
Backpad pocketing is standard on our CS 
Series wheels, and offered as an upgrade 
option on our Track Spec SL Series wheels, 
M.V2 SL Series wheels and our M.V1 SL 
Series wheels.  The process allows us to elim-
inate excess material around the hub / back-
pad surface area which reduces weight.  In 
most cases, weight reduction can range from 
.75 lbs. to 1.2 lbs. per wheel.

03. STEP THREE: 
FEA / FINAL ENGINEERING
Backpad pocketing is standard on our CS 
Series wheels, and offered as an upgrade 
option on our Track Spec SL Series wheels, 
M.V2 SL Series wheels and our M.V1 SL 
Series wheels.  The process allows us to elim-
inate excess material around the hub / back-
pad surface area which reduces weight.  In 
most cases, weight reduction can range from 
.75 lbs. to 1.2 lbs. per wheel.

04. STEP FOUR: 
MACHINING / PRODUCTION
Backpad pocketing is standard on our CS 
Series wheels, and offered as an upgrade 
option on our Track Spec SL Series wheels, 
M.V2 SL Series wheels and our M.V1 SL 
Series wheels.  The process allows us to elim-
inate excess material around the hub / back-
pad surface area which reduces weight.  In 
most cases, weight reduction can range from 
.75 lbs. to 1.2 lbs. per wheel.

05. STEP FIVE: 
COMPLETED SET 
Backpad pocketing is standard on our CS 
Series wheels, and offered as an upgrade 
option on our Track Spec SL Series wheels, 
M.V2 SL Series wheels and our M.V1 SL 
Series wheels.  The process allows us to elim-
inate excess material around the hub / back-
pad surface area which reduces weight.  In 
most cases, weight reduction can range from 
.75 lbs. to 1.2 lbs. per wheel.

06. STEP SIX: 
END RESULT
Backpad pocketing is standard on our CS 
Series wheels, and offered as an upgrade 
option on our Track Spec SL Series wheels, 
M.V2 SL Series wheels and our M.V1 SL 
Series wheels.  The process allows us to elim-
inate excess material around the hub / back-
pad surface area which reduces weight.  In 
most cases, weight reduction can range from 
.75 lbs. to 1.2 lbs. per wheel.



OEM+ PROGRAM:
ADV.1’s New vehicle / standardized OEM+ program
TheThe ADV.1 Wheels Private Design Program is our version of what some would call a "Private Label" program. The difference is, this isn't a package or service that we offer openly, to anyone who's interested.  This 
is a case by case program that has no limitations or guidelines, set pricing, or packages to choose from.  It's a completely individualized design / manufacturing program offered / available only to those who we feel 
would be a good fit for our company and for this type of partnership with us.  We're capable of providing every aspect of this process from design, testing, development, TUV certification, as well as all production & man-
ufacturing aspects.

We offer this program primarily to: 
•OEM Vehicle Dealerships
•Aftermarket Performance Specialists 
•Private Individuals seeking their own exclusive 1 off wheel design  
•More...

For more information on our Private Design Program, please contact your 
ADV.1 sales representative or email 
pd@adv1wheels.compd@adv1wheels.com for more information.

LAMBORGHINI / AUDI OEM+ PROGRAM
ADV.1’s New vehicle / standardized OEM+ program

Lamborghini: 
LP560 / Gallardo 
LP610 Huracan
LP640 / Murcielago 
LP700 Aventador LP700 Aventador 
LP720 Aventador 

Audi:
R8 v8 / v10 / GT 
A4 / S4 / RS4
A5 / S5 / RS5
A6 / S6 / RS6 
A7 / S7 / RS7 
A8 / S8 A8 / S8 

Range Rover
Sport 
Sport Supercharged
HSE 
HSE Supercharged 
HSE Autobiography 
HSE VogueHSE Vogue

Mclaren
MP4-12C
650S
P1

Ferrari
458
458 Speciale
California / California T
599 / 599GTO
F12 Berlinetta 
F430 / F360F430 / F360
FF

Maserati
Quattroporte
Ghibli
Grand Turismo
Grand Turismo GTS

All Models
M4
M3
1M
M5
M6
7 Series 7 Series 
7 Series Alpina 

6 Series Grand Sport 
M6 Grand Sport
X5 / X6 M + non M
4 series 
1 series
5 series
X3  X3  

Evoque
LR4
LR3 

Audi:
TT / TT-RS 
A3 / S3 
RSQ3 
Q5 / SQ5
Q7 / RSQ7

PORSCHE OEM+ PROGRAM
ADV.1’s New vehicle / standardized OEM+ program

ImpImproving upon one of the world’s most iconic sports cars is a task best 
left to professionals. At ADV.1, we combine a passionate, profound sense 
of style with expert engineering competency. The result is an almost irre-
sistible combination of design, technological innovation, and breathtaking 
performance.  Hewn from high technology forged aluminum alloys, the 
new Porsche Specific MV.2  wheels are not only a dramatic visual treat, 
their reduced inertia weight provides substantial improvements in accel-
eration, braking and ride comfort. In addition, their absolute precision 
manufacturing provides a remarkable smoothness at high speeds that 
positively inspires driver confidence.

FERRARI / MASERATI OEM+ PROGRAM
ADV.1’s New vehicle / standardized OEM+ program

BMW OEM+ PROGRAM
ADV.1’s New vehicle / standardized OEM+ program

RANGE ROVER OEM+ PROGRAM
ADV.1’s New vehicle / standardized OEM+ program

MCLAREN OEM+ PROGRAM
ADV.1’s New vehicle / standardized OEM+ program

NOVITEC
Private Design Program

MOMO FORGED 
Private Design Program

RENNTECH MERCEDES TUNING
Private Design Program: renntechmercedes.com

GAS / FISKER ROCKET MUSTANG
Galpin Auto Sports / Henrick Fisker / Mustang Forged wheels

ROSSION
Q1 / Q1R 
Street / Race use 
x3 styles / specifically engineered for optimal use with the new Rossion 
2015 Street and Race models. 

RS QUATTRO
BelgiumBelgium based Audi powerhouse RSQuattro has been tuning the Audi 
marque for years but wanted to take their level of clean OEM inspired up-
grades to the next level. We worked in designing an "OEM+" wheel based 
around the Audi spoke design but with design tweaks to accentuate and 
enhance the design all while adding levels of customization, concavity, fin-
ish,weight savings, and fitment possibilities the engineers and designers 
from Ingolstadt never envisioned. 

TOP CAR
TopTop Car has positioned itself as the premier turn-key tuning company in 
Russia with their continuous development and improvement of the Mer-
cedes, Porsche, and BMW platforms. Their cars are complete conversions 
featuring new aero designs, interior, suspension, engine, and wheel up-
grades. Our ADV.1 designs are prominently featured on their entire lineup 
of cars which are available for purchase all over the world.

SPEED DESIGN
Speed Design / PPI Razor R8
Pulse / Tesla S Forged Wheel Program

DAVENPORT MOTORSPORTS
CalgarybasedCalgarybased tuning house Davenport Motorsports has been in 
the business of modifying Corvette, Camaro, and Challenger 
cars to insane horsepower and handling levels for years. They re-
cently came to us wanting to put a bespoke touch on their tuning 
packages they offer to clients around the world. We worked 
closely with them to design 3 custom wheel packages for their 
cars which are now available for purchase exclusively through 
Davenport.Davenport.

PRIVATE DESIGN PROGRAM:
4 primary program options offered to select clientele only 
Due to the heavily involved engineering, development and time consuming nature of this type of project, we are unable to offer the service openly to all clients unfortunately.  Our engineering man power is limited so we 
are very careful about which projects we accept as to not over commit ourselves to any non standard production based program.  At the same time however, depending on the overall program goals, engineering involve-
ment and other factors, based on a case by case basis we are able to accept most program inquires based on the following categories listed below: 

PRIVATE DESIGN PROGRAM CATEGORIES: 
Program A: 
Individual 1 off wheel design based on a modified version of an existing ADV.1 Wheel design.  

Program B: 
Individual 1 off wheel design based on non existing ADV.1 Wheel Design.  

Program C: 
Standardized wheel program consisting of x3 or more existing ADV.1 Wheel Designs.  

Program D: 
Standardized wheel program consisting of x3 or more NON existing / New ADV.1 Designed styles. Standardized wheel program consisting of x3 or more NON existing / New ADV.1 Designed styles. 



ADV1WHEELS.GERMANY.COM
TUV CERTIFIED FORGED WHEEL PROGRAM

ADV.1 Forged Wheels | Now Available w/ full TUV Certification + Teile Gutachten
AVAILABLE NOW for a wide range of applications, sizes, and et’s.  More information below / inside.

ADV.1 is recognized around the world as a leader in style, quality, high technology and perfect fitments that really set off the look of the vehicle.
We are pleased to announce another kind of recognition. We have now received verification of our quality system by the German KBA and TUV and have begun the production of 
TUV Certified wheels for the German and Austrian markets.

ADV.1 WHEELS TUV CERTIFICATION:
SinceSince early 2010 we’ve worked closely with our partners in Germany, ATT-Tec along with TUV Austria on obtaining certification as a TUV compliant wheel manufacturer.   This certification process pertains 
not to the individual wheels produced, but to the companies production management system, quality control process, order tracking and history database, materials used, engineering compliance, etc.  This 
is the first part of becoming a certified TUV manufacturer which was complete as of 2013.  Since then we’ve been developing our FEA Engineering and testing process as to learn how to efficiently engineer 
allall of our wheels, not only those which are for use throughout Europe, around the strict TUV strength parameters which far exceed any other testing requirements for any automotive wheel to abide by.  Our 
goal was to find an efficient way to produce wheels which exceed the TUV test / strength parameters, while at the same time maintain their lightweight, performance oriented ride characteristics.  Finding a 
happy medium between these parameters is not easy being that TUV’s testing requirements are far more strict than any other test parameters, requiring a much stronger wheel than any other testing 
rrequirements must abide by not only for impact resistance but longevity over an extended period of time.  Normally, throughout Europe cast wheels are primarily the only aftermarket wheels available with 
TUV Certification which are heavy, standardized mold production style wheels.  We’ve dedicated years to developing the worlds first and only truly made to order, TUV Compliant forged wheel for the European 
market.  This means, finally the European market has an alternative to the off the shelf cast wheels which lack performance, style and individuality.  For the first time in history, a US wheel manufacturer has 
developeddeveloped a TUV compliant forged multi piece wheel which abides by all regulations and can be ordered specifically to each individuals personal preference of wheel style, size, finish, and options.  Delivered 
within 3-6 weeks for any pre-existing TUV tested / certified wheel orders or within 6-10 weeks for any new engineered wheel order which requires TUV testing.

THE ORDER PROCESS:
In order for our TUV Certified wheel program to include such a wide range of vehicles, sizes, and style options we’ve developed a testing process along with TUV Austria which allows us to produce and test 
orders on an individual basis as orders are placed.  This allows us to offer certified and tested wheels in hundreds of combinations of PCD’s, ET’s, diameters, applications, etc. by producing orders specific 
to their individual parameters as the orders are received.  

STEP BY STEP:
1. Order is placed through one of our wholesale / retail outlets in Germany / Austria (authorized dealer list located on contact page). 
2. Pu2. Purchase order is then submitted to our main office in Miami for processing and production input.  
3. If order requires testing (new file not yet produced for TUV Testing) there will be a total of x6 wheels manufactured, 2 front + 2 rear for the ordered set / 1 front + 1 rear for TUV testing.  
4. Once machined, the 4 wheels which will eventually be delivered to the end user are sent through finishing, while at the same time the additional 2 test wheels are sent to TUV Austria for testing. 
5. Testing parameters are already known and the engineered wheels are compliant to TUV’s test parameters meaning the test wheels are pre-tested via FEA software to ensure there are no failures.  
6. The TUV testing p6. The TUV testing process is complete within 14 business days which in most cases is before the completed / finished wheels are ready to ship.  
7. Once the finished wheels are complete they are shipped to ATT-Tec / ADV.1 Germany where the sets individual Teile Gutachten is ready and waiting for delivery with the completed wheel order.  
8. At this time, the wheels are delivered with the Teile Gutachten included, all within a lead time of 4-8 weeks on average.  
9.9. Some applications, wheel styles, finishes will always be available for immediate delivery with Teile Gutachten already complete.  This pertains to most popular applications which are tested / certified as we 
will often produce more than one set at a time as to provide immediate delivery of any orders placed for the same exact set of wheels.  Contact us for details on these readily available wheel orders as this 
selection changes as we progress.
      

FEATURES / OPTIONS
AlthoughAlthough we offer literally hundreds of different wheel style & confuration combinations, the TUV program is somewhat standardized as to offer a custom, made to order wheel with a substantial amount of 
options to choose from while at the same time, maintain an efficient testing / certification process that allows us to deliver orders within a reasonable time frame.  Over time, lead times will be faster and faster 
as we complete more and more testing certifications and begin to process orders which do not require additional testing.  In order to do so, we’ve developed a “standardized” style / size and option selection 
forfor any TUV Certified sets being produced.  All other ADV.1 styles, options and sizes are always available however for those requiring TUV testing & a Teile Gutachten certificate, additional fees will apply 
(contact us for details / options).  

Our TUV PROGRAM consists of the following wheel options & key features listed below:  

Configuration / Construction:
M.V2M.V2 Forging configuration: ADV.1’s revolutionary new M.V2 forging configuration, developed in 2012 and released at the 2012 SEMA Convention, the M.V2 is the worlds first and only forged aluminum 2 piece 
monoblock wheel.  This provides the quality, durability and ride quality of a 1 piece forged monoblock with the versatility of a 3 piece wheel.  The M.V2 Forging uses a 6061-T6 Heat treated forged aluminum 
“Mono-Center” outer assembled to a forged aluminum, TUV compliant lightweight inner barrel.  The combination allows for multiple profiles from flat to deep concave.  The TUV program is based on this 
foforging primarily because of it’s high strength, versatile sizing capability and it’s amazing aesthetic appeal which makes the M.V2 our highest selling product offering since it’s official release in January 2013.  
The M.V2 forging is available in diameters 18.0” - 22.0” and in 1/2” incremental widths from 5.0-15.0 inches.

CS Series configuration option:
Our newly released CS Series option is ADV.1’s most technologically advanced, flagship series option available.  The CS Series is our first and only wheel option which undergoes our FEA Simulated testing 
& Engineering process.  This process is performed on a per order basis which is intended to provide vehicle specific load and strength parameters which takes into account all factors pertaining to the specific 
vehicle in question as well as the specific use the customer intends to use the wheels for, i.e. drag racing, street use, road racing, etc.  

TheThe primary reason for this engineering intensive process is to provide our customers with the lightest and strongest possible wheel, in the sizing, offset and vehicles load parameters available on the market 
today, period.  Weights can be as low as 16lbs. in some cases depending on the size of the wheel and the vehicles load rating, in any case the wheel is as light as it can possibly be for any individual vehicle 
in any selected style and size.  Aside from this and because of this, the M.V2 CS Series option is the obvious choice for our TUV program.  Strength, versatility, TUV compliance and amazing aesthetic detail 
and overall appearance, all for the first time ever in a TUV certified wheel option for the Euand overall appearance, all for the first time ever in a TUV certified wheel option for the European market.  

Wheel Styles: 
ADV5.0 CS 
ADV05 CS 
ADV5.2 CS 

Features:
Exposed or blind assembly hardware
Front mount valve stem location for easy access
OEM TPMS compatible for all applications
Easy, inexpensive repair in the event of a scratched or damaged wheel 
Aggressive concave profile applicable to most vehicles 
ExtExtremely high strength and lightweight
100% TUV compliant parameters

Finishes: M.V2 Outer
Brushed aluminum w/ gloss clear 
Brushed Gunmetal 
Titanium 
Gloss Gunmetal 
Matte black 
Gloss black Gloss black 
Polished aluminum w/ gloss clear
Matte bronze 
Gloss bronze 
Gloss silver
Manbronze
Gloss Manbronze 

Finishes: M.V2 Outer
Gloss Gunmetal 
Matte black 
Gloss black 
Matte bronze 
Gloss bronze 
Gloss silverGloss silver

Hardware options:
Standard exposed through bolt / chrome 
Standard exposed through bolt / gloss or matter black
Stainless closed end nut / uncoated 
Titanium closed end nut w/ ADV.1 logo 

 

ADV1WHEELS.GERMANY.COM
TUV CERTIFIED FORGED WHEEL PROGRAM

ADV.1 Forged Wheels | Now Available w/ full TUV Certification + Teile Gutachten
AVAILABLE NOW for a wide range of applications, sizes, and et’s.  More information below / inside.

ADV.1 is recognized around the world as a leader in style, quality, high technology and perfect fitments that really set off the look of the vehicle.
We are pleased to announce another kind of recognition. We have now received verification of our quality system by the German KBA and TUV and have begun the production of TUV Certified wheels 
for the German and Austrian markets.

FINISH: BRUSHED GUNMETAL 
W/ HIDDEN HARDWARE

FINISH: SMOKED TITANIUM
W/ EXPOSED HARDWARE

FINISH: TITANIUM
W/ HIDDEN HARDWARE

5.2 M.V2 |5.0 M.V2 |05 M.V2 |
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Main: 305.238.0058
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www.thewheelindustry.com

MIAMI: HEADQUARTERS
Design / Sales / Accounting
12385 sw 129 ct. #101 
Miami, FL 33186Miami, FL 33186
 
MIAMI: MACHINING FACILITY
14399 SW 143 CT. 
Miami, FL 33186

LOS ANGELES: Production / Manufacturing
19200 South Reyes Avenue
Rancho Dominguez, Ca 90221Rancho Dominguez, Ca 90221


